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Executive Summary
This report provides a summary of the findings from the iSMART project. The research was
undertaken because slope deterioration and resultant failures have a significant negative impact on
transport networks both in the UK and internationally. An important driver to this loss of
performance is weather driven annual cycles of pore pressure change, and anecdotal evidence
suggests that extreme weather events contribute to the occurrence of failure. The potential impact
of climate change on the rate of deterioration and incidence of sudden failure must be considered.
The requirement to better understand the processes that lead to deterioration for varying slope
geometries and material types, and for present and future climates mean it was necessary to
develop and undertake a combination of laboratory and field investigations, coupled with numerical
modelling.
Section 2: Better inputs to Models, details the significant multi-scale work undertaken to derive
input parameters for advanced models. The investigation of the effect of wetting and drying cycles
on soil water retention behaviour demonstrated changes to soil fabric lead to both lower
unsaturated cohesion, and changes to water ingress and egress into and from the slope. Major fieldscale investigations to measure near surface permeability on both embankment and cut slopes were
undertaken, which demonstrated large spatial and temporal variability. This was performed along
with advanced 4D geophysical surveys allowing the movement of water within slopes over time to
be monitored.
Section 3: Calibrated Modelling, provides a summary of activity to calibrate numerical models that
can be used to investigate climate impacts on earthwork slopes and specifically to forecast times to
failure of slopes that are deteriorating by ratcheting deformations driven by seasonal cycles of
weather. The state of knowledge at commencement of the project, which formed the starting point,
is briefly explained. The modelling approaches available are discussed, importance of the near
surface (e.g. cracking) is introduced, methods for driving the models, including methods and
parameters, are presented and the process used to validate the weather driven slope deterioration
mechanism is detailed. Finally, an approach for assessing slopes at field scale is explained, including
selection of asset data.
Section 4: Working with the Models, describes the application of the models, including the method
developed for the use of the UKCP09 climate scenarios to generate both present and future weather
time series inputs. These were applied as boundary conditions to the model to age the slope, initially
to a condition representative of the present. Following this the future climate boundary was applied
to assess the effect on further deterioration. From this work preliminary deterioration curves have
been derived for specific material and slope types. The work demonstrates the influence of
geometry on rate of deterioration, near surface permeability on the time to failure and failure
geometry; as well as the influence of effective slope drainage on time to failure.
The report concludes that: weather-driven deterioration of soils exists; climate change is likely to
accelerate deterioration; and prototype modelling tools to assess future deterioration of transport
earthworks have been produced. It points to the potential for further collaborative work both for
extending the research and for application of the tools and techniques developed by iSMART to
practice.
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1 Introduction
The work described in this report was conducted by the iSMART team and funded by the UK
Engineering and Physical Sciences Research Council (EPSRC) (July 2013-June 2017). The research was
developed in collaboration with asset owners and their consultants to ensure that there is a
synergistic relationship between the underpinning science of the research and the knowledge
required to better design, manage and maintain a safe and resilient transport network. The
contribution made by the non-academic partners is gratefully acknowledged.
The work has resulted in many presentations and papers, many of which are referenced in this
report (e.g. Glendinning et al. 2015). However, some of the work presented herein is yet to be
published. Therefore, the iSMART team request that this report is used in confidence and that due
reference is made to the source of the data or information used.

1.1 Background to the research
The proposal made to EPSRC was underpinned by a statement of the national importance of the
work. A brief summary of that case is included here for reference.
The UK’s transport infrastructure is one of the most heavily used in the world. The UK rail network
takes 50% more daily traffic than the French network; the M25 between junctions 15 and 14 carries
165,000 vehicles per day; London Underground is Europe's largest at 402 km. The performance of
these networks is critically dependent on the performance of cutting and embankment slopes which
make up £20B of the estimated £60B asset value of major highway infrastructure alone. However,
many of these assets are old; London Underground is the world's oldest underground system and
much of the rail network was constructed more than a century ago. Many of these slopes are now
suffering from excess deformation and high incidents of instability (which is showing evidence of
increasing with time). These problems cause delays and subsequent economic loss to UK industry,
and the general public, and pose a safety hazard. The risk of derailment from slope failures is the
greatest risk faced by the railway infrastructure. Between August 2003 and December 2009, a total
of 429 incidents of failure of Network Rail (NR) earthworks were recorded across the rail network,
causing 66 days in delays. It is not only safety but economics that is important: emergency repairs
cost 10 times that of planned works. Therefore, the impact of reducing delays caused by slope
failure will be highly significant in both direct economic and indirect social and economic terms.
At the same time, the UK is poised to start investing billions of pounds in new transport
infrastructure, with the proposed high-speed line between London and Birmingham (HS2)
representing the most high-profile of cases. The construction of earthworks for high-speed rail
causes additional challenges as they will suffer increased dynamic loading from the higher loads
imposed by the trains. Furthermore, inspection and maintenance, currently an integral part of the
management of earthworks assets, will need to be undertaken with little or no human access and
this will demand new remote techniques. Design of such structures will therefore need to ensure
long-term stability whilst also minimizing land-take as the route that the line will take passes
through highly valuable estate.
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Figure 1.1 Generalised deterioration model for transport earthworks (adapted
from Thurlby, 2013).

Figure 1.1 illustrates the performance of the asset in relation to its age and summarises the
challenge for owners and operators of transport earthworks. This challenge is slightly different for
each of the asset owners: Network Rail needs to be able to reliably identify which assets are most
unreliable or deteriorating the fastest to target resources most effectively at repair; Highways
England needs to allocate resources at repair but also to understand how smaller interventions can
slow down deterioration and maintain reliability for longer; HS2 need to understand how to design
for longer life and to recognise the signs of deterioration through remote monitoring/inspection.
However, they all have in common the need to better understand the mechanisms and rate of
deterioration, and whether this is likely to increase in the future. They also need to understand
possible triggering events which precede catastrophic failure and the most effective mitigation and
adaptation/remediation strategies and techniques. Additionally, they all need to make cases for
investment, either to justify the design for a new build, as in the case of HS2, or for more pro-active
maintenance and repair to improve resilience.
Our research has been structured around 3 physical scales, as illustrated in Figure 1.2.
The aims of iSMART were to understand materials (particularly clay fills) and the soil-watervegetation system behaviour (scale 1), and how this affects the behaviour of single slopes (scale 2)
that make up a transport network (scale 3). We also aim to understand these systems under current
and future, generated weather event sequences and to be able to integrate the understanding
across these 3 scales. These three scales map effectively onto the knowledge required by asset
owners in that: Scale 1 enables advice to be provided on material properties that can be used in
design; Scale 2 maps onto operational asset management at the level of a single asset and the design
of monitoring and remediation measures; Scale 3 feeds firstly into Tactical Asset Management at the
level of groups of assets to set regional performance targets, and then into Strategic Asset
Management at the scale of a whole portfolio of assets, across a whole business, to enable setting of
targets to achieve strategic goals and to inform investment priorities.
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Figure 1.2. Research structure and integration across scales.

This report sets out the results of the research from the iSMART project. The report is set out in the
following sections:
Section 2: Better inputs to models, which draws from results from scales 1 and 2 to demonstrate
how input parameters that represent spatial and temporal variability, including deterioration have
been derived;
Section 3: Calibrated modelling, which brings together all of the numerical modelling undertaken at
scale 2, describing the validation and calibration process undertaken, along with the method
developed to apply the model to infrastructure corridors, thereby scaling up to scale 3; and
Section 4: Working with the models, describes how the outputs from UKCP09 can be developed into
model inputs and the models used to derive performance deterioration curves for clay slopes.

3
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2 Better inputs into models
2.1 Introduction
A series of laboratory and field testing exercises were carried out by the iSMART team to better
understand material behaviour (Scale 1). These measurements provide essential inputs into
numerical models to carry out validation of the models against current climate conditions and
subsequently to simulate future climate scenarios. Modelling climate impacts requires the ability to
model soil-atmosphere interaction and, therefore, the properties needed are for hydro-mechanical
coupled models. These models are formulated in terms of unsaturated soil behaviour and the
properties required are: soil water retention properties, permeability and shear strength.

2.2 Equipment development for Soil Water Retention Curves
Soil Water Retention Curves define the relationship between water content and suction (negative
pore water pressure) and represent a key aspect of understanding the unsaturated behaviour of soil
materials.
A new Soil Water Retention Curve (SWRC) test apparatus was developed by Durham University
within the iSMART project. The experimental apparatus (Toll et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017) allows
continuous measurements of water content, suction and volume change. The apparatus was made
up of a light-weight frame (shown in Figure 2.1) placed on an electronic balance to determine the
change in sample weight and hence water content. For volume change measurements, six
displacement transducers were installed to measure radial displacement of the specimen and
change in height. Volume change of the specimen could then be calculated from the radial and axial
deformations.
A high suction tensiometer developed at Durham University (Lourenço et al., 2006; Toll et al., 2013)
was used to measure suction. These devices have been used for direct measurement of suction as
large as 2000kPa. The tensiometer was fitted through a hole in the support plate, with a tight-fitting
rubber O-ring to secure it in place.

(a)
(b)
Figure 2.1. View of the Durham University equipment for tensiometer-based SWRC measurement
(a) showing the frame sitting on the electronic balance (b) showing the sample and displacement
transducers to monitor volume change.
4
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A new apparatus was also developed at Queen’s University Belfast that allows testing at different
total stress levels (Figure 2.2). The suction is controlled by circulating vapour at a controlled suction,
using salt solutions of known concentrations. Suctions are monitored using Durham high capacity
tensiometers.

Figure 2.2. QUB Soil Water Retention Apparatus.

2.3 Laboratory measurements for Soil Water Retention CURVES
Laboratory testing of soil water retention behaviour (Toll et al., 2017) was performed on specimens
of the fill material used in the construction of the BIONICS embankment, one of the iSMART
monitoring sites. The soil, known as Nafferton Soil (Durham Lower Glacial Till), was prepared by
sieving through a 2.8mm sieve to remove the larger particles to reduce the variation in properties
(Mendes, 2011). The sieved material comprised 30% sand, 35% silt and 35% clay, i.e., a sandy clay
soil. The Liquid Limit was 43.3% and the Plastic Limit was 23.7%, resulting in a Plasticity Index of
19.6. The particle density was 2.66 Mg/m3.
Specimens for testing were prepared by compaction into a 100mm diameter mould using the
equivalent compactive effort of the standard 2.5kg Proctor test. Specimens having a diameter of
75mm and a thickness of 20mm were trimmed from the 100mm diameter compacted samples for
testing.
Figure 2.3 shows a suite of soil water retention curves measured using a range of techniques,
including the new Durham SWRC apparatus. Good agreement can be seen, defining a consistent
“primary drying curve” (shown dotted in the figure). Specimens compacted wet of optimum (near
saturation) follow this curve closely. Specimens compacted near a water content of 20% (optimum
water content) show a “flatter” response, joining the primary drying curve as suction increases.
Specimens were also subjected to cycles of drying and wetting. Drying paths were imposed by
allowing specimens to dry out naturally in the laboratory environment, in which the temperature
was controlled between 22.3o and 23.3o C and the recorded relative humidity fluctuated from 46.5%
to 51.1% during the tests. Wetting paths were imposed either by manually injecting a calculated
mass of distilled water using a syringe on to the specimen surface, or by applying a constant rate of
water droplets through an automated wetting system.
5
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Figure 2.3. Drying Soil Water Retention Curves.
Figure 2.4 shows a test where the soil was initially prepared at 23.3% gravimetric water content. It
was allowed to dry until it reached a matric suction of 500kPa. It was then wetted to a water content
of 24.1%, before drying again to achieve a suction of 500 kPa. It was wetted again to a water content
of 23.6% before a final drying back to 500 kPa. The test shows a progressive shift to lower suction at
the same water content with each cycle of drying and wetting. If comparisons are made at a water
content of 22%, the first drying cycle shows a suction of 58 kPa, the second drying cycle shows 14
kPa and the third drying cycle shows 7 kPa. This demonstrates a significant loss of suction (at the
same water content) with each cycle of drying and wetting.

Figure 2.4. Soil water retention behaviour showing three cycles of drying/wetting.
6
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Figure 2.5 shows two tests where the drying and wetting cycles were applied between two fixed
water contents (Liu et al., 2017). Only the drying curves are shown in the figure. The first test was on
a sample prepared at a gravimetric water content of 20.2% where the initial matric suction was
measured to be 22 kPa. After one cycle of drying (to a water content of 17.2%) and then wetting to
point (2), a suction of 11 kPa was observed. After drying to 17.2% (some of the data was lost for
this test, so the full drying path is not shown), the path reached point (3) with a suction of 5 kPa.
After the third cycle at point (4), the suction had dropped below 1 kPa. The fourth drying was then
continued until 1200 kPa of suction.
The second test in Figure 2.5 was prepared at a gravimetric water content of 19.2% and was dried to
16.3% for the first three cycles (unfortunately, data for cycle 3 was lost and is not shown on the
figure). The 4th and 5th cycle were dried to a water content of 15.4%. The 6th cycle was then
continued until a suction of over 800kPa was observed. If the suctions at a water content of 19.2%
are considered, these were 27 kPa for the start of the 1st cycle and 4 kPa, 3 kPa, 2 kPa and 1 kPa for
the subsequent cycles.

Figure 2.5. Soil water retention behaviour for two specimens showing cycles of drying (numbers
indicate the drying cycle).
All the data for SWRC cycles observed in the laboratory show the same trend of a shift in the soil
water retention curves with each cycle of drying and wetting, resulting in a loss of suction with each
cycle. The larger shifts are in the first 4 cycles (as seen in Figure 2.5), with a lesser shift between 4th
and 6th cycles.

2.4 Field Measurements of Soil Water Retention Curves
Figure 2.6 shows data from the BIONICS experimental embankment, as reported by Stirling et al.
(2017a). The data were obtained using sensors manufactured by Decagon Devices (EC-TM, MPS-1
and MPS-2 models) and installed soon after embankment construction. The EC-TM measures the
7
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dielectric permittivity of the soil to determine the volumetric water content while the MPS-1/2
measures permittivity across a ceramic disc in equilibrium with soil-water to determine the water
potential (suction). The results in Figure 2.6 are from sensors positioned on the south facing aspect
of the westerly, poorly compacted panel. Installations were at 0.5 and 1.0 m depths with a spacing of
no more than 150 mm between the water content and suction sensors.
The results show, over the period 2009 to 2015, there were eight major drying events. The
volumetric water content and suction values from each of those events have been plotted together
to show the field soil water retention curves. These are shown in Figure 2.7 expressed as degree of
saturation vs. suction. This shows a significant shift in the first 3 cycles, with subsequent cycles
fluctuating around the 3rd cycle. The same trend as observed in the laboratory is observed in the
field data, of a progressive shift to lower suction values for each cycle.

Figure 2.6. Volumetric water content and suction records at 0.5 and 1.0 m depth within the
Nafferton embankment (Stirling et al., 2017a).

Figure 2.7. Soil water retention curves measured in the field, for eight drying events recorded
between 2009 and 2015.
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2.5 Permeability
In situ measurements of saturated hydraulic conductivity in fine grained soils were made at six of the
iSMART sites: three embankments and three cutting slopes (Dixon et al., 2017). This report is based
on 143 individual measurements to investigate the factors that influence the spatial and temporal
variability. Measurements were carried out with either a Guelph permeameter or a double ring
infiltrometer. The Guelph Permeameter (Reynolds & Elrick 1986) is an in-hole constant-head
permeameter, employing the Mariotte principle to measure flow rates. The double ring infiltrometer
measures hydraulic conductivity of the surface soil, and consists of an inner and outer ring inserted
into the ground. The double ring method works by directing water onto a known surface area within
the inner ring. The outer ring allows water in the centre ring to flow primarily vertically downwards,
creating a saturated, one-dimensional flow condition.
2.5.1 Embankments
All the measured hydraulic conductivity values from this project at the BIONICS, Laverton and
Charing sites are plotted against depth in Figure 2.8. For BIONICS, the tests conducted in the well
and poorly compacted sections are also differentiated. The most significant trend shown in Figure
2.8 for BIONICS is the very large variability in hydraulic conductivity in the uppermost 1 metre.
Although the number of measurements available for Laverton and Charing are limited in number,
the groups of values for the three sites should be associated with the origin of the soils from which
they are formed (i.e. BIONICS Glacial Till, intermediate plasticity; Laverton Charmouth Mudstone,
high plasticity; and Charing Gault Clay, intermediate to high plasticity and potentially contaminated
with sand rich local formations such as the Greensand), the age of the embankment, method of
construction and vegetation history (e.g. Charing is more heavily vegetated). The small number of
values for Laverton and Charing coupled with the large number of factors that can influence
measured hydraulic conductivity, as discussed below, make a detailed comparison impractical. While
the data for Charing are inconclusive regarding depth relationship, with all three values having a
small range over the top 0.8 metres, the Laverton hydraulic conductivity measurements indicate
greater than three orders of magnitude reduction in the top 1 metre.

Figure 2.8. Hydraulic conductivity vs depth measurements at BIONICS (differentiated by degree of
compaction) and Laverton and Charing embankments (poorly compacted, aged embankments)
9
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The large number of measurements made at BIONICS over an extended time and under a range of
conditions allows consideration of both spatial and temporal controls on hydraulic conductivity. The
boundaries for the measured hydraulic conductivity measurements have an extreme spatial
variability. Values in the top 0.8 metres have a range from 1x10-4 to 5x10-10 m/s (i.e. over five orders
of magnitude) and there is also a marked reduction in hydraulic conductivity with depth. Considering
the sets of measurements for the well and poorly compacted sections of embankment shown in
Figure 2.8, there is no significance difference although there is a tendency for the measurements in
well compacted sections to be lower and for the poorly compacted hydraulic conductivity values to
have a greater variability. This is consistent with the reduced control on the compaction process in
the poorly compacted sections.

Figure 2.9. Time series of hydraulic conductivity measurements at BIONICS showing response of
measured hydraulic conductivity to simulated precipitation events
To investigate the influence of antecedent moisture conditions on hydraulic conductivity at specific
locations, a number of repeat tests were conducted at the same location on the slope and depth
before and following simulated rainfall events. Figure 2.9 shows changes in measured hydraulic
conductivity in response to simulated rainfall events in June to July both in 2009 and 2010. Also
shown is a time series of 6 tests conducted at one location before, during and after simulated rainfall
event in 2010. Consistent with the other tests during this period, these show a progressive reduction
in hydraulic conductivity of greater than one order of magnitude as the fill achieves increasing water
content.

10
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Figure 2.10. Hydraulic conductivity vs depth measurements at Newbury, Loughbrickland and
Craigmore cuttings
2.5.2 Cuttings
All the measured hydraulic conductivity values from this study at the Newbury, Craigmore and
Loughbrickland sites are plotted against depth in Figure 2.10. The Craigmore and Loughbrickland
slopes are formed in Glacial Till with plasticity index ranges of 12 to 17 and 10 to 25 respectively
(intermediate to high plasticity). All measurements were made using the Guelph Permeameter. The
two sites are similar but there are still significant differences as shown by the plasticity index ranges.
Craigmore Till overlies granites and is more sandy and not as plastic, whereas the Loughbrickland Till
overlies greywacke and is not as sandy. However, the measured hydraulic conductivity values are for
the near surface and these differences may not be significant. The slopes also differ in age. It can be
seen that minimum values are comparable but Loughbrickland has mean and maximum values one
order of magnitude higher than Craigmore. The data and trend lines in Figure 2.10 show that
hydraulic conductivities for the two sites have a similar range of three orders of magnitude between
1x10-7 to 1x10-4 m/s in the top 0.3 m.b.g.l. and at depths from 0.3 and 0.8 m.b.g.l. hydraulic
conductivity values decrease by two orders of magnitude to between 1x10-8 and 1x10-7 m/s.
The Newbury slope is formed in high plasticity London Clay. Hydraulic conductivity has been
measured close to the surface using a double ring infiltrometer, Guelph permeameter and the single
ring constant head apparatus. Figure 2.10 shows a clear bi-linear relationship with no obvious depth
dependency from ground surface to 0.3 m.b.g.l and decreasing values beneath this depth. Between
0.1 and 0.3 m.b.g.l. the hydraulic conductivity values have a range of four orders of magnitude
between 1x10-9 to 1x10-5 m/s. At 0.6 m.b.g.l., the range of measured values remains four orders of
magnitude but shifts two orders smaller, following a similar trend of decreasing hydraulic
conductivity with depth to the measurements for Loughbrickland and Craigmore.
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2.6 Cracking
Cracking due to soil drying has a significant effect on hydraulic conductivity by enhancing
preferential transmission of water to depth. Thus it is increasingly recognised as being among the
key phenomena that influence slope pore-pressure responses to weather events and climatic trends.
Furthermore, projected climatic change is understood to potentially exacerbate not only the
incidence and extent of desiccation cracking with longer warm, dry periods, but also the detrimental
effect as high intensity rainfall events generate higher levels of runoff which is then diverted into the
slope via macro-scale crack features. The mechanisms behind crack initiation and propagation have
been studied at multiple scales as part of the iSMART project. A numerical modelling exercise is
presented in a further Section; however, cracking both at a soil fabric level and at the BIONICS field
site has also been undertaken.
2.6.1 Micro-structural deterioration
To investigate the presence of micro-structural changes upon extreme drying, imaging at the scale of
10s µm was carried out using an Environmental Scanning Electron Microscope (E-SEM). This
technique enabled the temperature and pressure of the immediate atmosphere around the
specimen to be prescribed in order to control humidity and ultimately, drying rate. Specimens of a
high plasticity weathered mudstone (Hollin Hill – BGS) were prepared to liquid limit and
homogenised before being compacted into 10 mm circular steel specimen holders to a depth of 5
mm. A drying environment was promoted by a reduction in relative humidity within the imaging
chamber following initial reference imaging. Figure 2.11 shows the same sample subjected to
repeated imaging following a succession of 3 drying cycles. The crack pattern resulting from each
drying stage is shown to have developed, creating a more interconnected network of cracks
whereby the clay has disaggregated. The resultant condition is considered not only more porous but
therefore more permeable and susceptible to volume change leading to strain softening.
1st Drying

2nd Drying

3rd Drying

Drying

Wetting

Hair!

Impression

Hair
E-SEM scan of medium plasticity
clay (BIONICS) at 5% and 22%
respectively

SEM imaging showing the development of micro-cracking during repeated cycles of wetting and drying.

Figure 2.11 Cracking and deterioration due to wet/dry cycling at the micro-scale: Environmental
Scanning Electron Microscopy
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2.6.2 Field-scale cracking response to soil-atmospheric conditions
To understand the behaviour of desiccation cracks at full-scale on vegetated infrastructure slopes,
linear transducers were installed across an active crack site at the BIONICS embankment field site.
The behaviour of the crack from May 2015 to November 2016 is presented in terms of transducer
displacement in Figure 2.12. Also presented is corresponding volumetric water content and soil
matric suction data from a monitoring profile 1.6 m away from the crack site. Rainfall, potential
evapotranspiration (ETo) and runoff data is also presented for the same period.
The crack transducers indicate the onset of crack aperture opening at the start of June. This aligns
well with the onset of suction generation as measured at 0.5 m depth and follows a period of limited
rainfall and high ETo. Once open, a series of rainfall events are shown to produce a response in
suction and most noticeably, result in a rapid reduction in crack aperture (highlighted). Continued
high levels of ETo during this period is seen to maintain suctions between 200-320kPa, enabling the
crack to re-open between the three major rainfall events. Transducer 1 exhibits the greatest
response to environmental variation. However, all three transducers capture the interaction
between dominant ETo and punctuated rainfall events throughout the summer months. Following
the fourth highlighted rainfall event, total ETo reduces and rainfall dominates. The crack aperture is
shown to reduce consistently from October to mid-November 2015, with assumed closure (return to
original displacement in transducers 1 and 2) simultaneously with the loss in suctions.
During the 2015-2016 winter, little to no displacement is evident on the monitored crack. Relatively
high water content is sustained suggesting saturated conditions which result in previously
undetectable runoff following high rainfall (January 2016). In 2016, the crack aperture is again
shown to open in May during a period of sustained high ETo and low rainfall. The rapid response of
crack displacement to rainfall events is seen again, although unlike the previous year, a wet period
late-June – July is experienced which limited the development of deeper suctions and results in
measurable runoff.
There exists a clear connectivity between cracking behaviour, near-surface (<1 m) saturation and
runoff. Taking the period May-May, despite relatively high rainfall events during the active crack
season, no runoff is measured. Conversely, once the crack is assumed to have closed (post- midNovember 2015), runoff is produced from similar magnitude rainfall events. Although the
occurrence of runoff is linked to soil surface saturation, it is also considered that reduced runoff is
linked to the presence of open cracks on the slope surface and that these result in the interception
of this flow. Therefore, the infiltration potential of cracking is necessary to progress the
understanding and ability to capture numerically the complex transient slope-atmosphere
hydrological interaction.
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Figure 2.12 Crack displacement correlated with environmental event monitored data

2.7 Triaxial testing of Unsaturated Samples
Triaxial testing has been carried out on the Nafferton soil (Durham Lower Glacial Till) using
unsaturated triaxial testing (constant water content) techniques (Toll et al., 2017). Tests were
performed on samples initially compacted at 22% water content (wet of optimum water content of
15.4% and representative of field compaction conditions). Samples were subjected to a different
number of cycles of drying and wetting in which they were dried back to a water content of 15% and
then wetted back to the initial water content of 22%. The wetting and drying was carried out outside
the triaxial cells by wetting inside a sealed chamber at high relative humidity or air drying. Samples
were then placed inside double cell triaxial cells and subjected to constant water content
compression and subsequent shearing, with measurements of suction using high suction
tensiometers. Testing was carried out using a multi-stage procedure at different confining pressures
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(25, 50 and 100 kPa). For tests at high degrees of saturation (>80%), the results can be interpreted
using a simple “Bishop stress” approach.
p* = p – [Sr.uw + ( 1 – Sr ).ua]

(1)

where p* is the mean “Bishop stress”, p is the mean total stress, Sr is the degree of saturation, uw is
pore water pressure and ua is pore air pressure.
Figure 2.1311 shows a plot of stress paths from the constant water content tests, in terms of Bishop
stress vs. deviator stress. The figure shows the deviator stresses at failure for the initial “as
compacted” specimens were 60-100 kPa (equivalent to shear strengths of 30-50 kPa), for the range
of confining stresses investigated. After one cycle of drying (to 15% water content) and wetting
(back to 22%), the deviator stresses reduced to 30-45 kPa (equivalent to shear strengths of 15-23
kPa). After two and more cycles of drying and wetting, the deviator stresses reduced below 30 kPa
(equivalent to shear strengths of less than 15 kPa).
Mendes and Toll (2016) tested the same Nafferton soil and investigated the effects of either drying
back from an initial compacted state, or wetting up from an initial compacted state. They found that
samples that are dried back to a particular water content had a higher strength than a sample
compacted at that water content; conversely, a sample wetted to achieve that water content had a
lower strength. The data presented here shows that a full cycle of drying and wetting results in an
overall loss of strength, which is exacerbated by further cycles of drying and wetting.
Therefore, the conclusions of this triaxial testing is that, after the soil has been subjected to cycles of
drying and wetting, the addition of the same amount of water produces a greater loss in suction
compared to what would be induced in the as-compacted state. This is consistent with the shift in
soil water retention curves described earlier. This loss of suction results in a significant loss of shear
strength. This provides a conceptual picture of a progressive loss in strength due to environmental
cycling (drying and wetting).

Figure 2.13. Triaxial test results on unsaturated specimens subjected to cycles of drying and
wetting.
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Unconsolidated constant water content tests were also carried out on a series of specimens that
were initially prepared at a water content of 25% and were then subjected to up to three cycles of
drying and wetting (Huang, in preparation). The measured strengths are shown in Figure 2.14. This
demonstrates that at the same values of water content, samples subject to 2 and 3 cycles show
lower shear strengths than for the first drying cycle. This corroborates the progressive loss in
strength with each cycle of drying and wetting.

Figure 2.14. Shear strengths measured in unconsolidated constant water content tests, subject to
cycles of wetting and drying.

2.8 Summary and Conclusions
Laboratory and field testing has been carried out to provide soil parameters for input into numerical
models. As modelling climate impacts requires the ability to model soil-atmosphere interaction, the
properties needed are for hydro-mechanical coupled models. These models are formulated in terms
of unsaturated soil behaviour and the properties required are: soil water retention properties,
permeability and shear strength.
The iSMART project has produced a large database of soil water retention curves on the Nafferton
soil, to better understand the range of suctions that are likely to occur in practice (and in the future).
A key finding is that cycles of drying and wetting produce a shift in soil water retention curves,
resulting in a loss of suction for the same value of water content. This shift has been observed in
laboratory and field measurements.
Studies of permeability were carried out in the field. For the BIONICS embankment, variability of
hydraulic conductivity was found to be five orders of magnitude in the slope near surface (0 to 0.3
metres depth) with a decrease of four orders of magnitude between 0 and 1.2 metres depth. This
extremely high variability is in part due to seasonal temporal changes controlled by soil water
content (up to 1.5 orders of magnitude).
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Measurements of hydraulic conductivity at a cutting also produced four orders of magnitude range
of hydraulic conductivity for the near surface, with strong depth dependency of a two orders of
magnitude decrease from 0.2 to 0.6 metres depth. The main factor controlling the large range is
found to be spatial variability in the soil macro structure generated by wetting/drying cycle driven
desiccation and roots. The measurements reported in this paper are fundamental knowledge for
numerical modelling of weather/vegetation/infiltration/soil interaction mechanisms that drive
deterioration mechanisms, and hence stability of earthwork slopes now and in a changing climate.
Field and laboratory studies looking into cracking at the slope and soil fabric scale have been
undertaken and have shown the cracking mechanism to be governed by the highly transient and
dynamic soil-atmosphere interaction as well as hydric history. Micro-cracking has been shown to
develop as a result of successive wetting-drying events which lead to progressive and permanent
disaggregation of the soil structure. At a vegetated full-scale infrastructure embankment, whole
slope seasonal hydrology has been considered where changes in crack magnitude/aperture and the
interrelationship with this and the near-surface water content - run-off balance has been illustrated.
Triaxial tests were carried out on unsaturated specimens to investigate the effects of cycles of drying
and wetting. Significant losses in shear strength were observed after each cycle, consistent with the
loss of suction observed in soil water retention curves. This provides a conceptual picture of drying
and wetting that can explain a progressive loss in strength due to environmental cycling. This
degradation in material properties needs to be considered as part of the impact of cycles of wetting
and drying on clayey fill materials used in infrastructure slopes. It is important that the implications
of this degradation process are considered for infrastructure design if we are to ensure resilience to
future climate events.
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3 Calibrated Modelling
3.1 Introduction
This section provides a summary of activity to calibrate numerical models that can be used to
investigate climate impacts on earthwork slopes and specifically to forecast times to failure of slopes
that are deteriorating by ratcheting deformations driven by seasonal cycles of weather. The state of
knowledge at commencement of the project, which formed the starting point, is briefly explained
and for embankment slopes is further detailed in Briggs et al (2017). The modelling approaches
available are discussed, importance of the near surface (e.g. cracking) is introduced, methods for
driving the models, including methods and parameters, are presented and the process used to
validate the weather driven slope deterioration mechanism is detailed. Finally, an approach for
assessing slopes at field scale is explained, including selection of asset data.

3.2 Modelling seasonal behaviour – What we knew at start
There are a number of studies reported in the literature investigating the response of slopes formed
in clay soils to seasonal cycles of wetting and drying (Table 3.1). These have progressed the state of
the art and have demonstrated the importance of weather driven slope behaviour on the potential
for progressive failure. However, none of the published studies have included validation of the
modelling approach used and they all employ a saturated soil framework, although there is evidence
that near surface conditions that govern movement of water are partially saturated.
Table 3.1 Summary of numerical modelling studies of weather driven slope behaviour completed
by the start of the iSMART project.

One study completed before commencement of the project was by researchers at Newcastle
University. Helm, Rouainia, Glendinning and co-workers used a FLAC-SHETRAN coupled model to
investigate behaviour of a diagnostic embankment under recent and future climates. The initial
results from this study are shown in Figure 3.1 and indicate that the slope modelled may be more
stable in a future climate. This result was counter to the behaviour expected and prompted a review
of all aspects of the modelling approach, boundary conditions and soil parameters required to
undertake such modelling.
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Figure 3.1 Results from an initial attempt to model impacts of weather on slope behaviour with
time. The increased stability under future climate was unexpected.
At inception, the iSMART project had the following challenges:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Confirm existence of seasonal driven progressive failure;
Consider combined influence of slope history and all potential failure modes;
Understand controlling modelling factors: Saturated vs. unsaturated behaviour, non-local
strain (to remove mesh dependency), and small strain behaviour;
Driving pore water pressures by the weather and the importance of using correct soil water
retention curves (SWRC);
Near surface permeability effects;
Modelling progressive behaviour including understanding the role of stiffness and shear
strength behaviour;
Validation of a numerical model of the progressive failure mechanism;
Simplification of the weather driver of slope behaviour, If possible;
Definition of deterioration; and
Modelling combined construction and long-term in cuttings.

3.3 Modelling deterioration
The aim is to model strain-softening soil behaviour and capture progressive failure, with behaviour
driven by weather and vegetation surface boundary effects. Figure 3.2 shows diagrammatically how
modelling of slope stability progressive failure can be linked to an understanding of asset
deterioration, which can then be used to manage the asset.

3.4 Approaches, model architectures and importance of the near surface
Details of the four modelling approaches employed in iSMART to investigate slope behaviour are
shown in Table 3.2. The ‘near surface’ soil has a controlling influence on slope behaviour. It controls
the transfer of water, air and energy between the atmosphere and the soil at depth (e.g. Figure 3.3),
and, critically, it controls the rate at which an earthwork responds to weather, in both current and
projected climates.
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As an example, the in-situ measurements of depth dependent near-surface soil hydraulic
conductivity (i.e. permeability) values presented in Section 2.5 are critical for modelling the correct
rates of water movement into and out of the slope.

Table 3.2 The four modelling approaches of iSMART.
Type
Model
Flow
Boundaries
Other

Newcastle
Coupled hydromechanical
SHETRAN/FLAC
Two Phase Flow
Weather-vegetationsoil
Rigorous interactions

Newcastle
Coupled hydromechanical
FLAC
Two Phase Flow
Discharge boundarysoil
Cracking discontinuities

Loughborough
Coupled hydromechanical
Water balance/FLAC
Two Phase Flow
Discharge boundary
Simplified regional
weather

Bath/Queen’s
Hydrological
VADOSE/SEEP
Two Phase Flow
Weather-vegetationsoil (not stress)
Rigorous interactions

Figure 3.2 Development of slope progressive failure linked to asset performance

Figure 3.3 Interactions between weather, vegetation and soil controlling the movement of water
into and out of a slope
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3.5 Modelling near surface hydraulic conductivity permeability effects and
comparisons with in-situ observations
Briggs at Bath University and his co-workers at Southampton University conducted simulations to
better understand the role of permeability on water movement. Before commencement of iSMART,
near-surface permeability measurements for earthworks were sparse in the literature. However,
detailed information from the Newbury cutting (Smethurst et al., 2006; 2012) was available with
which to compare simulation outputs. The GeoSlope programme VADOSE was used to investigate
the influence of near surface depth dependent permeability on the slope pore water pressure
regime during cycles of weather. Figure 3.4 shows the model mesh representing the Newbury
cutting and relevant boundary conditions. The near surface was divided into three layers parallel to
the slope that could be allocated a range of permeability values

Figure 3.4 Numerical model of the Newbury cutting
The simulations included a parametric study to determine how accurately the near surface needs to
be defined in order to obtain results that compare with the Newbury field measurements (i.e. Pore
Water Pressures and moisture contents with depth). Figure 3.5 shows the permeability depth
distributions considered and presents a comparison between the simulation outputs and the
measured values of pore water pressure for Newbury Instrument Group A located on the slope).
Multiple simulations have shown that:
• The permeability can vary by orders of magnitude in the near surface. This was shown by insitu measurements at Newbury and at the other iSMART sites;
• Simulations of both current weather and projected climate change must incorporate a
surface layer that is approximately the depth of weathering at the site;
• If the surface layer is omitted then the simulated slope will dry excessively every summer
and will not match the observations; and
• If the surface layer is large (in the order of 0.6m for the case modelled) then the simulated
slope will dry excessively during a dry summer, relative to observations.
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Figure 3.5 Pore water pressures measured at 1m depth compared with simulated values derived
using the four depth dependent permeability distributions shown
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3.6 The role of cracking
3.6.1 Tensile strength
Tensile strength testing of compacted, engineered fill was conducted by Stirling and his co-workers
at Newcastle University to establish the relationship between water content and tensile strength
and the resistance to crack initiation under restrained shrinkage (Stirling et al. 2015a). Testing was
conducted on different soil types and empirical relationships were established for various rates of
tensile stress development, density and water content range. Example results are shown in Figures
3.6.

Figure 3.6 Example Tensile vs. strain and vs. water content relationships
3.6.2 Numerical model development
FLAC 2D Two-phase Flow - multiphase modelling was used to allow simulation of fluid (water and
air) flow through the soil porous media. Interface elements were used to enable formation of
discontinuities subject to Rankine type tensile criterion. FISH - programming language embedded
within FLAC enabled deﬁnition of saturation dependent variables (e.g. tensile strength, non-linear
elastic moduli, basal Coulomb shear behaviour and dynamic discharge boundary functions).
Figure 3.7 shows the model used and progressing vertical suction profiles at the mesh centre during
drying linked to cracking intensity. Development of crack intensity during simulated drying shows
dependency on: (i) linear shrinkage, (ii) crack initiation, (iii) linear crack opening, and (iv) very nearsurface disintegration and crust formation (Stirling et al. 2015b).
3.6.3 Deterioration with seasonal cycling
Hydric-cycle dependent soil tensile strength behaviour was incorporated into the two-phase
numerical desiccation cracking model by Stirling at al. (2017b) and deterioration in the ability of
compacted clayey fill to resist tensile failure with successive drying events was studied (Figure 3.8).
More numerous cracks represent potential increase in mass permeability and weakening of
desiccated layer. The study showed increasing crack initiation with reducing in tensile strength trend
leading to increased potential instances of infiltration pathways and reduced shear strength of the
soil mass. Figure 3.9 shows reduction in soil tensile strength with cycles of wetting and drying.
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Figure 3.7 Example cracking model outputs

Figure 3.8 Model of crack intensity as a product of reduced tensile strength due to wetting-drying
cycles

Figure 3.9 The effect of hydric-cycling on tensile strength (Stirling et al. 2014)
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3.7 Influence of permeability on slope deterioration
As noted in Section 3.4, incorporating depth dependent near surface permeability in the numerical
model is critical to replicating measured pore water pressure cycles. It was hypothesised that not
including depth dependent permeability in the original SHETRAN-FLAC model presented in Figure 3.1
was the reason for the unexpected result (i.e. slopes being more stable in future climate compared
to the current). This was investigated further by Helm and his co-workers at Newcastle University,
who demonstrated that using a uniform London Clay permeability (of any value) with depth was not
able to replicate measured pore water depth behaviour of the Newbury cutting. However, using the
depth dependent permeability distribution based on field measured values (Figure 3.10) was able to
replicate the measurements and also produced values comparable with the model results produced
by Briggs et al. using VADOSE (Section 3.4).

Figure 3.10 The red line is the selected permeability distribution for London Clay used in the
Shetran-Flac simulation of the Newbury cutting
Using both constant and decreasing permeability distributions with depth the SHETRAN-FLAC model
was used to re-analyse the influence of the current and future climate on slope stability (Figure
3.11).
Figure 3.11 shows a clear difference between the time to failures output using future and present
climate models. For the future models, decreasing saturated permeability of the material leads to
increased stability, related to the pore pressure fluctuations due to the imposed climate and the
depths to which they can act. Lower permeability tends to lead to larger generation of suctions at
shallow depths and also maintained suctions at greater depths leading to increased stability. The
results for the present climate model are slightly more complicated. Whereas for a permeability of
1e-7 m/s, the future climate model fails more rapidly than the present climate model, the trend for
the 1e-8 m/s permeability model is the opposite, and the present climate model fails first. It is also
less stable than the 1e-7 permeability present climate model. This appears to be a function of the fact
that the permeability is low enough to allow the generation of elevated suctions in the near surface
while being high enough to allow their dissipation and also fluctuations at depth.
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Figure 3.11 Horizontal slope displacements used as an indication of progressive deterioration of
stability, plotted against time (i.e. number of seasonal weather cycles) for both current and future
climates, demonstrating the role of permeability distribution on time to failure

3.8 Stiffness variation of London Clay
The magnitude and distribution with depth of stiffness (i.e. non-linear) is known to be an important
factor in slope behaviour. The non-linear mean effective stress dependant stiffness model (Kovacevic
et al. 2001) 𝐸=(𝑝^′+100) has been used in a number of studies reported in the literature as shown in
Figure 3.12, with 𝜆 varying from 20 to 110 and Emin = 5,000 kPa. To investigate stiffness, a number
of stiffness dstributions have been used in slope analyses by Helm et al., with the cutting analysis run
for a generated present and future climate with varying 𝜆= 50, 55, 65 and using an initial model with
and assumed K0 = 1.5. It should be noted that negative pore pressures lead to increased p’ values
and hence elevated stiffness during drying at the near surface
Stiffness influences the development of plastic shear strains in the slope as shown in Figure 3.13,
where higher 𝜆 values lead to a smaller zone of shear strains. An increased stiffness multiplier
increases the rate at which strength mobilisation occurs and this reduces plastic shear strain
development and degree of softening.
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Figure 3.12 Range of stiffness vs. depth relationships used by modelling studies reported in the
literature

Figure 3.13 Influence of shear stiffness on development of shear strains in a slope
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3.9 Significance of the mesh
Postill, Dixon and El-Hamalawi at Loughborough University have studied the influence of mesh
dependency on the outputs of a slope model subject to weather cycles. It is known that mesh
dependency is a significant problem when considering localisation and that the use of non-local
strain-softening can reduce the mesh dependency of numerical models. Figure 3.14 shows the eight
different meshes used to model a slope in FLAC and subject to weather generated cycles of pore
water pressure change in order to model time to failure.

Figure 3.14 Meshes used in FLAC analyses to investigate the influence on modelled time to failure
of the slope
3.9.1

Local vs Nonlocal strain-softening

Figure 3.15 shows the FLAC model outputs for the eight meshes shown in Figure 3.14 using a local
strain-softening model. The mesh design is the only difference in the models run and it is clearly
demonstrated that mesh geometry has a fundamental effect on the time to failure of the slope.

Figure 3.15 FLAC model outputs for the eight different meshes and using a local strain-softening
model
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Figure 3.16 compares analyses using the same eight meshes but with all incorporating a non-local
strain-softening model which averages local strains. This approach removes mesh dependency with
all meshes producing similar times to slope failure. The importance of including a non-local strainsoftening model in such analyses is demonstrated.

Figure 3.16 FLAC model outputs for the eight meshes and using a non-local strain-softening model

3.10 Numerical model validation of seasonal ratcheting mechanism
As noted in Section 3.1, although numerical models have been used to investigate slope behaviour in
response to cycles of weather, none have been validated using measured deformation behaviour.
Postill et al. at Loughborough University, in collaboration with Take at Queen’s University, Canada,
have carried out such a validation using physical behaviour of a Kaolin slope in a centrifuge subject
to cycles of wetting and drying (Take & Bolton 2011). Figure 3.17 shows the centrifuge model,
including the displacement and pore water pressure measurement points.

Figure 3.17 Centrifuge modelling undertake by Take & Bolton (2011)
Pore water pressure records from high-capacity tensiometers have been used to validate
hydrological behaviour of the numerical model (i.e. at 4 locations), and displacements measured
using particle image velocimetry at the crest, mid-slope and toe have been used to validate
mechanical performance of the numerical model (i.e. at 3 locations). The physical model was
constructed at 1/60th and loaded to 60g to scale dimensions and stresses to full scale. The numerical
model was generated at full scale (e.g. 1g).
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3.10.1 Hydrological behaviour of the slope
The numerical model uses discharge boundary conditions to replicate behaviour observed by Take &
Bolton (2011). The physical modelling results are from Take & Bolton (2011). Figure 3.18 presents
the comparison between the measured and modelled pore water pressures at the four tensiometer
positions (i.e. at a range of depths below the mid-point of the slope. A close agreement in the
magnitude and timing of maxima and minima during the cycles is demonstrated, and proves the
numerical model can replicate the hydrological conditions that drive mechanical behaviour of the
slope.

Figure 3.18 Measured and modelled pore pressure behaviour in response to cycles of wetting and
drying
3.10.2 Mechanical behaviour of the slope
Figure 3.19 presents a comparison of the measured and modelled displacements of the slope. The
similarity of magnitude and form of mid-slope and toe displacements are very good, although the
match of the crest displacements is less good. However, progressive failure commences at the slope
toe and hence this controlling behaviour is captured by the numerical model. Results shown in
Figure 3.19 conclusively demonstrates the capability of the numerical model to replicate ratcheting
slope displacements driven by seasonal weather.

Figure 3.19 Comparison of measured and modelled slope displacements in response to cycles of
wetting and drying
3.10.3 Effect of continued seasonal weather cycles
The centrifuge model was only subjected to a small number of weather cycles before a prolonged
wet year was simulated until failure of the slope occurred. However, it was possible using the
numerical model to investigate the effect of continues weather cycles. Figure 3.20 shows response
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of the slope, as indicated by both pore water pressure and slope displacement outputs from the
numerical analysis.

Figure 3.20 Modelled pore water pressure and slope displacement response to continued cycles of
weather (bottom graphs showing crest, mid and toe displacements of the slope)
Findings from this initial analysis show that the failure surface generated by the continued cycles is
shallower and only half slope compared to that generated by a prolonged period of wet weather.
Under continued cycles, stress changes at depth are not as significant as under prolonged wetting
and this indicates the significance of wet years on the performance of a slope and the failure surface
observed.
3.10.4 Transient slope factor of safety
Figure 3.21 presents the output from the numerical model using a simplistic transient factor of
safety method for two scenarios of wet year after a small number of cycles and continued cycles.
This reinforces the understanding of the significance of wet years on the performance of a slope
compared to gradual deterioration under continued seasonal cycles.

Figure 3.21 Slope factor of safety with number of weather cycles for conditions of a wet year and
continued cycles (FoS differences represent different depths of failure surfaces; see Figure 3.20
failure surfaces for validation model and continued cycles)
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3.10.5 Effect of slope geometry on seasonal ratcheting failure
Figure 3.22 shows preliminary results from a parametric study of a hypothetical Kaolin slope aimed
at understanding the influence of geometry on the time to failure. Mid-slope displacement and
Factor of Safety are plotted against the number cycles (i.e. analogous to years). Key findings to date
include: Shallower and slopes with smaller heights fail is much more gradually (i.e. take a greater
number of years); the change in gradient of the slope displacements, and hence factor of safety,
with number of cycles is marked, with sudden failure for steeper and higher slopes and a more
gradual decline in factor of safety for shallower lower height slopes; and location of the critical shear
surface profile is associated with the slope angle and height.

Figure 3.22 Results from a parametric study to investigate the influence of slope height and angle
on the time to failure of a hypothetical slope formed in Kaolin clay

3.11 Simplified weather boundary: Validation using Newbury
Helm et al. at Newcastle University have pioneered the use of a rigorous approach to model
weather, vegetation, soil interactions using the Shetran model, which generates inputs for FLAC to
drive mechanical behaviour using site specific daily weather data. However, this approach requires
significant input data and is time consuming to run. Therefore, Postill et al. at Loughborough
University have investigated the use of regional weather data to calculate a daily flux boundary of
inflows and outflows (see Figure 3.23) to drive a FLAC model of mechanical slope behaviour. This
approach has been validated by comparing using the outputs from the numerical model with
Smethurst and Powrie’s, University of Southampton, unique long-term data set of measured pore
water pressures beneath the London Clay slope at Newbury. This comparison is shown in Figure
3.24, which demonstrates that this approach is able to match cycle magnitude and timings.
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Figure 3.23 Approach using regional weather data to calculate daily flux boundary in and out flows

Figure 3.24 Comparison of measured and modelled pore water pressures for Newbury
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3.12 Field scale: Obtaining representative asset data to prioritise modelling
Modelling approaches developed in iSMART and summarised in previous sections of this report are
time consuming to run and they require detailed and specific data about slope geometry, slope
history and material properties. To inform planned future work to apply these modelling approaches
at route and network scales, Helm, Newcastle University, has worked with EAB member Power, Mott
McDonald, to analyse example data bases from both Network Rail and Highways England in order to
identify material types and slope geometries that are representative of significant lengths of an
example route, and hence to prioritise modelling effort.
It is known from the literature, reinforced by outputs from iSMART that it is slopes formed in high
plasticity clays that are most susceptible to progressive failure driven by weather cycles. An example
route of London to Bristol was selected for this study so that both rail and road corridors could be
included, and in the knowledge that substantial lengths of this route passes through high plasticity
clays (e.g. London Clay, Gault Clay and Lias Clay). The following information was obtained from
analyses conducted by Power.
Rail slope geometry (London-Bristol) using Network Rail Lidar data: Total number of rail slopes:
19,506; comprised of 7903 cut slopes and 11603 Embankments. Of these for example: 443 are
cuttings in London Clay, and 405 embankments constructed from London Clay. Figure 3.25 plots all
of the slopes as height vs. angle and shows the sub-set of London Clay slopes.

Figure 3.25 Slope geometry for the London to Bristol Network Rail route
Road slope geometry (M4) from Highways England HAGDMS data source: Total road slopes: 2,039
(Note: Slopes less than 2.5 m high are not included) and of these 505 are classed as cutting slopes
and 624 as embankment slopes. Of these for example: 26 cuttings are in London Clay and 24 are
embankments constructed from London Clay (Figure 3.26).
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Figure 3.26 Slope geometry for the London to Bristol Highways England (M4) route
3.11.1 Data processing
It is necessary to understand the distribution of slopes based on the relationship of slope angle to
height. Figure 3.26a and b shows an example of the process used based on the rail slopes identified
as being formed in London Clay. Slope heights and angles are used to sort each slope into a Bin and a
count of the number of slopes in each bin is produced. This data can then be used to select the
range of geometries to model in order to concentrate on the significant combinations.
3.11.2 Data geometry selection
The data presented in Figure 3.27 was interrogated to identify the number of models that should be
run to give coverage of a significant proportion of slopes on the rail route. For this example, the
approach gives coverage of 86 % of the slopes on the route. Figure 3.28 shows how slope/height
combinations can be selected, including exclusion of outlier bins (e.g. slope angles that cannot
remain stable in London Clay for a protracted length of time and hence must include engineered
support or be incorrectly allocated).
This approach can be extended to include all high plasticity clays and hence to identify the full range
of slopes on the route (both rail and highways) that the model outputs can be used to inform their
behaviour. For example, the Network Rail failure risk classification of soils can be used to identify all
slopes in a plasticity class (i.e. high or intermediate). This type of approach can substantially increase
the coverage of slopes on the network informed by a manageable number of numerical models.
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Figure 3.27 (a) Height and angle data for rail slopes formed in London Clay; (b) Height (Y-axis) and
angle data (X-axis) for rail slopes formed in London Clay sorted into bins to identify the most
common combinations
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Figure 3.28 Approach for identifying the number of models that should be run to give coverage of
a significant proportion of slopes on the network

3.12 Key findings from modelling
The following are the main findings from the extensive and diverse modelling conducted by the
iSMART project.
• There is conclusive evidence for seasonal ratcheting progressive failure mechanisms in
constructed slopes;
• However, it is challenging to model this seasonal ratcheting mechanism;
• Use of an unsaturated framework is critical;
• Key input parameters are: High permeability near surface layer as measured in the field,
SWRC, stiffness distribution, strength behaviour;
• Non-local strain minimises mesh dependency;
• BUT the models can replicate measured pore water pressures in a slope and weather driven
progressive failure – the approach has been validated; and
• A rational approach has been developed to identify priority slope geometries for use in
modelling that can generate indicative behaviour of significant proportions of a route.
The models described in this section are used for assessment of climate change impacts as
summarised in Section 4.
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4 Working with the models
4.1 Overview
The calibrated FLAC-SHETRAN model has been used to investigate the deterioration rate and failure
mechanism for an exemplar clay slope in the south of England. Carefully designed deterministic
future climate scenarios have been developed and applied to the model to allow investigation of the
effect of changing climate on the deterioration rate of the slope. The initial results from the model
are presented as a series of deterioration curves for slopes constructed at different angles. An
approach is described for how the deterioration curves may be used in practice to investigate the
stability of long lengths of earthwork. Finally, potential limitations of the model and approach
presented are described.

4.2 Modelling approach
The overall modelling approach used in the iSMART project is presented in Figure 4.1. This involves
the following stages:
•
•
•
•
•

The creation of a set of deterministic climate scenarios to be applied to the numerical slope
models.
The running of the numerical FLAC-SHETRAN model, to obtain rates of deterioration and a
mode of failure, under applied climate.
The use of the model to investigate a range of different exemplar slopes, that could include
variations in geology/soil materials, initial asset condition, geometry and vegetation cover.
The creation of a series of deterioration curves that represent the deterioration (e.g. as loss
of strength) with time of each asset tested, based on numerical modelling outputs.
The application of the deterioration curves to a linear length of transport corridor, to assess
the vulnerability to failure of assets along the corridor, under time, with e.g. changing
climate.

Each of these elements of the modelling approach are described in more detail below.

4.3 Deterministic future climate inputs
The UK Climate Programme 2009 (UKCP09) created a set of predictions for the likely change in the
climate of the UK under global warming (Hughes et al. 2009). There was a much-improved
consideration and quantification of associated uncertainties, compared with the earlier datasets
(UKCIP02), created by using large ensembles of models to derive probability distributions. The 2009
datasets also contained significantly improved spatial and temporal resolution. A Weather Generator
was provided to enable realistic sets of daily or hourly weather data to be created, representative of
particular future time periods, and for different geographical locations in the country. The Weather
Generator is intended to be used in a probabilistic way; that is large numbers of runs of realistic
future climate should be applied to the numerical slope model to obtain a range of slope behaviour
outputs, that are then themselves considered statistically. The challenge of this approach is that the
FLAC-SHETRAN model would need to be run many hundreds or thousands of times, presenting a
significant computational challenge, as the model was taking at least a day to run, for each 100-year
application of climate. In the iSMART project, a different approach was therefore adopted, using a
proxy (simplified) model to consider the climate in a probabilistic way, with the results from the
proxy used to create a series of deterministic scenarios that could be applied to the FLAC-SHETRAN
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model. The idea was to create a small number of deterministic scenarios, representing, for example,
the past (1970’s), the 2020s, 2050s and 2080s, that could each be applied to the model.

Deterioration curves

Climate inputs
tm

tm

t

Numerical modelling

t

4D Vulnerability map

Combinations of geology, asset
condition, geometry, vegetation

Figure 4.1: Modelling approach used in the iSMART project
In development of the deterministic future climate data sets, a series of assumptions were made.
The UKCP09 datasets are provided for a series of different global CO2 emissions scenarios, and the
highest of these was selected (the ‘High Emissions Scenario’), broadly representative of little change
in global greenhouse emissions. This was chosen as a starting point, to demonstrate the worst
possible effect that climate change may have on slope stability.
The proxy model was a simple water balance calculation used to determine soil moisture deficit
(broadly the amount of rainfall, in mm, needed to re-saturate the soil profile: Figure 4.2 shows plots
of soil moisture deficit versus the day of the year). The water balance model was based on models
used by the iSMART team in earlier work (Clarke and Smethurst, 2010; Smethurst et al 2012), and
calibrated to the UK Meteorological Office MORECS system (Hough and Jones, 1997). Investigation
of earlier FLAC-SHETRAN model simulations found that the most significant effect on the strain of
the slope was the maximum wet to dry pore water pressure/soil moisture cycle. Thus the change
between maximum and minimum SMD was used as the key parameter with which to select years
from the proxy model, for later assembly into a small number of deterministic scenarios.
Three thousand years of daily past and future climate was created using the UKCP09 weather
generator. This was applied to the water balance model to create 3000 years of simulated soil
moisture deficit (SMD), and 3000 values for the change in SMD cycle between the maximum
summer and minimum winter SMD. These years were then ranked by magnitude of SMD cycle, and
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plotted on a cumulative probability scale, as shown for the past data (representing the 1970s) in
Figure 4.2. The plot is then used to select five separate years: the median, and 1 in 5 and 1 in 10 wet
and dry years (as marked on Figure 4.2). These are selected very carefully to ensure that they are not
extreme in other ways, such as containing extreme short duration rainfall events, or are
exceptionally wet or dry years in terms of annual rainfall. The five selected years are then
assembled back together again, in the correct proportions, to create a new deterministic set, of
around 100 years length, will all events beyond the 1:10 removed.
The same method can be applied to the various future climate periods (e.g. to 2020s and 2050s etc.).
More detail about the method used for the future climate is given by Woodman et al (in
preparation).

350

1 in 5 1 in 10

250

1 in 5

200

1 in10

150
100
UKCP09 data

Smallest SMD
of 3000 years

50
0

1

0.8
0.6
0.4
0.2
Cumulative probability of exceedance

0

SMD cycle size (mm)

300

Median

Biggest SMD of
3000 years

The extreme
events (those
beyond the 1 in 10)
are chopped out

Figure 4.2: Cumulative probability plot (top graph) of SMD cycle size for all 3000 years of synthetic
climate data, with median, and 1 in 5 and 1 in 10 wet and dry years marked, with SMD for selected
years (bottom graph) shown.
Why create this ‘deterministic’ set with the extremes taken out? The idea is to use them to
investigate the rates of deterioration of the slopes under changing climate (past to future), without
any randomly occurring extreme wet or dry events causing development of significant slope strains
or failure within the SHETRAN/FLAC model. This allows investigation of relative rates of
deterioration, caused by ‘typical’ years of weather, without the more extreme events that might
trigger failure. Although the more extreme events are then absent, they can be put back in again in a
controlled way, e.g. it will be possible to deteriorate the slope for 50 years, and then investigate the
magnitude of more extreme event that might trigger complete failure of the slope. An example of
application to the FLAC slope model could be (i) run 100 years of 1970’s, to condition or age the
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model (old railway slope); (ii) apply 2020s, 2050s and 2080s in 30-year blocks (or up to failure); (iii)
find 1:50 and 1:100 year wet winters, and apply them to the end of each of the above, to investigate
effect of extreme events that may cause failure. (Note that for the results that follow, this exact
approach has not yet been used in iSMART).

4.4 FLAC-SHETRAN modelling
Some initial results have been generated from the FLAC-SHETRAN model, for London Clay cutting
slopes with different slope angles. The initial geometry was based on the Newbury site cut slope
(Smethurst et al, 2012), which has a slope of 1 in 3.5 (vertical: horizontal), with further slope
geometries selected using the methodology described in Section 3.11 based on real slope
assessment data. The constitutive models and parameters for soil water retention (after Briggs et al,
2013), permeability (derived from Fig. 3.10), stiffness (p’ dependent as per Potts et al, 1997 – see
relation in Fig. 3.12), strength (as per Potts et al., 1997 with a post peak reduction in c’ as per Ellis
and O’Brien, 2007), were all selected following the methodologies described in Section 3 of the
report. Of particular note for the results observed, the higher permeability cracked soil zone just
below the slope surface was modelled as 1.5 m deep.
The full excavation of the cutting slopes was modelled, and assumed to take place in 1950, with
undrained unloading effects represented by a reduction of pore water pressures and their steady
recovery. From the point of excavation, 50 years of past climate (based on 1975) was applied to the
model surface boundary, up to the year 2000, and then up to 90 years of future climate applied. The
future climate was applied in 10-year steps, with the deterministic modelling procedure described
above factored on a monthly basis to create future climate consistent with UKCP09 for each decade
(2000s, 2010s, 2020s etc. to 2080s: see Figure 4.3).
A toe drain was applied to one model to investigate the effect of greater drainage at the toe on
slope deterioration rates. The location and depth of the drain was based on earlier iSMART
modelling work using Seep/W, carried out to investigate the optimal arrangement for slope
drainage.
Results generated from FLAC-SHETRAN model
The results generated for the initial slope geometry (a slope of 1 in 3.5) are shown in Figure 4.4, as
plots of factor of safety (FoS) with depth into the slope, where the stated FoS is the average FoS
along a plane running the full length of the slope and parallel to its surface. The factor of safety was
defined as 𝜏⁄𝜏𝑚𝑜𝑏 , where 𝜏𝑚𝑜𝑏 is the strength that the slope needs for stability, which will change
with variations in pore water pressures, and 𝜏 is the strength available within the slope at the depth
indicated, noting that the clay material softens with a reduction in c’ and ’ as a function of
deviatoric plastic shear strain, some strength is lost with effective stress cycles and hence time. After
40 years, the line on Figure 4.4 for 1.5 m depth within the slope reaches FoS = 1.0, indicating failure
of the slope. A shallow translational failure of the slope was observed (as shown inset on Figure 4.4),
with a failure plane parallel to the slope surface at 1.5 m depth. The failure occurred 40 years post
excavation, and thus within the past (1975) climate being applied to the model – this will be
commented on further below. The failure mode is shown in more detail in Figure 4.5, as contours of
displacement. The failure surface initiated at the toe of the slope, and then progressively worked
upslope until complete failure occurred. The FLAC model is able to accommodate large strains and
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can still be run post-failure: the results are shown in Figure 4.4 for the full 140 years of the model
run.
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Figure 4.3: Climate applied to FLAC-SHETRAN model runs. The graphs show Rainfall (top left),
potential evapotranspiration (PET: top right), and net surface water balance (bottom left). The
table in the bottom right shows monthly scaling factors for rainfall, for 2020s to 2080s and based
on UKCP09 High Emissions climate scenario.
The depth of slope failure in the model, at 1.5 m depth, coincides with the depth of the modelled
higher permeability surface zone, in which pore water pressure changes are more rapid than for the
soil below. The depth and permeability of the surface zone were modelled based on careful field
observations, and assuming these are representative (along with all other model parameters) it is
evident that the climate-driven failure leads to a fairly shallow strain-softened mechanism, and not a
deep-seated slip as observed in similar models of delayed cutting collapse. The applied climate and
accumulating strain due to cycles of pore water pressure is required to strain soften the slope – the
1:3.5 slope is quite shallow and would not fail otherwise. The shallow failure mechanism is
consistent with shallow translational failures observed in many engineered clay earthworks in
practice (e.g. Parsons and Perry, 1985; Perry, 1989; Ridley, 2017).
It is slightly surprising that the deterioration rate should lead to failure of a shallow slope after just
40 years of past (1975) climate, and it is acknowledged that the rate of deterioration in the initial
model results shown here is not correct. At the time of writing, new results are being created with a
modelling error corrected that give a more realistic rate of deterioration.
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from FLAC model

Grey line is FoS for
infinite slope mechanism
at 1.5 m depth

Future climate

Past climate

Fails after
~40 years

Figure 4.4: Plots of factor of safety (FoS) versus time for different depths within the 1:3.5 slope.
The factor of safety is calculated along planes parallel to the slope surface, as indicated within the
slope diagram inset within the top graph. The lower graph is the same data as for the upper graph,
but showing fewer lines/depths into the slope, over a narrower plotted range of FoS.
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Translational failure
at ~1.5 m depth

Figure 4.5 FLAC-SHETRAN model results showing contours of displacement for after failure of 1:3.5
and 8 m high London Clay cutting slope.
The results can also be plotted in terms of a residual factor (see Figure 4.6, where the residual factor
is also defined), which shows that for the 1 in 3.5 cutting slope, the failure occurs when the plane at
1.5 m depth pretty much entirely reaches the residual strength. Note this will not always be the
case: some (e.g. steeper) slopes will fail before residual is reached along the full failure plane.
Figure 4.7 shows the results for the 1 in 3.5 slope with a drain installed at the toe of the slope to
reduce pore water pressures in this zone: this gives failure after 100 years of applied climate, rather
than 40 years, showing that small differences in water pressures at the toe of the slope (from which
strain softening initiates and develops) has a critical effect on the long-term deterioration rate.
The curves of reduction in factor of safety look very similar to the ‘bathtub’ conceptual deterioration
model that was conceived earlier within the iSMART project. This is shown in Figure 4.8, where the
classic ‘bathtub’ model is superimposed on the deterioration curves generated by the FLACSHETRAN model as previously shown in Figure 4.7. The plots of factor of safety or residual factor,
versus time, are the intended climate deterioration curves for the slopes, and show the translation
of the qualitative conceptual model in to a quantitative numerical result.
Results for other slope angles
The model has also been run for a series of steeper slope angles, from 1 in 1.5 to 1 in 3.0 (vertical:
horizontal). All other parameters and boundary conditions in the models remained the same as for
the 1 in 3.5 slope. The results are shown in Figure 4.9: the steeper slopes (as may be expected) start
at a lower FoS, although deteriorate at a broadly similar rate up to a point of failure. The steeper
slopes also all fail with a translational mechanism, again forming at the base of the higher
permeability surface zone, at 1.5 m depth.
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Figure 4.9 demonstrates very nicely a ‘nest’ of deterioration curves for 8 m high London Clay cut
slopes, which could be used to establish the vulnerability to failure of different sections of a long
length of clay earthwork. Similar groups of curves could be produced for different cutting heights,
embankments, variations in soil strengths, etc. Note that the curves do not provide an estimate of
the time to failure, since: (i) as noted earlier there is an error in the model for the results shown
here, that means things happen too quickly (!); and (ii) the climate has all wet and dry events greater
than the 1:10 removed – in practice, an extremely wet winter may cause the slopes to fail faster
than these curves would suggest. The curves thus demonstrate relative deterioration rates under
‘typical’ climate. A period of more ‘typical’ climate would cause some initial deterioration in factor of
safety (FoS), and then the very wet winter may cause a rapid vertical decline in FoS, possibly to 1.0
and failure of the slope. This has yet to be fully explored with the FLAC-SHETRAN models.

Fails with plane at
residual

Figure 4.6: Deterioration of the 1 in 3.5 cutting slope, plotted as residual factor (y-axis). The
residual factor is defined in the figure.
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Past climate

3.5 in 1 slope
Now with toe drain in model

Future climate

Fails after ~100 years

Figure 4.7: Change in factor of safety (FoS) with time for the same 1 in 3.5 slope as in Figure 4.4,
but with a toe drain installed to reduce pore water pressures at the base of the slope.

Figure 4.8: The classic ‘bathtub’ model of deterioration superimposed on top of the deterioration
curves generated by the FLAC-SHETRAN model: this shows the similarity in the form of the real
deterioration curves versus the original conceptual deterioration model used at the start of the
iSMART project.
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Changing slope angle
No drain

1.5 in 1

Figure 4.9: Deterioration curves for 8 m high London Clay cut slopes of different slope angles.
Summary of FLAC-SHETRAN model results
The FLAC-SHETRAN models have demonstrated the mode of deterioration and failure for clay cutting
slopes under cycling climate, and have allowed an initial set of deterioration curves to be created
that show the behaviour of slopes at different angles from the horizontal. The slopes all fail with a
translational slide at 1.5 m depth, concurrent with the depth of the higher permeability surface zone
in the models. A significant change in factor of safety with time is observed due to the imposed
climate boundary, and all slopes eventually fail, even with the extreme events removed from the
imposed climate. However, as discussed earlier, the rates of deterioration in the results shown here
are not correct. The reasons for this are understood and corrections are being made to the models.
As a result of rather premature failure - the failures mainly occur in the ‘past’ climate being imposed
on the model - the full influence of climate change has not yet been investigated.

4.5 Use of deterioration curves within a route-scale model
The simple deterioration curves produced from the FLAC-SHETRAN modelling can be used in
assessment of asset vulnerability along a transport corridor. The corridor can be split into 50 to 100
m sections, and each length populated with appropriate data (earthwork geometry, soil type,
vegetation, age etc.). From this, each section can be allocated to a numerically-modelled unit for
which there is a deterioration curve. The deterioration curve can then be used to establish the
current state of the asset (an approximate factor of safety), and this can then be taken into the
future using the deterioration curve to consider aging of the asset under future climate. This
approach is illustrated graphically in Figure 4.10.
If the deterioration curves are generated as above, with all of the events that are more extreme than
the 1:10 removed, then the deterioration curves applied to a route model would give an idea of the
lengths of earthwork most susceptible to triggering events under future climate. It may then be
possible to determine the probability of slope failure if for example, a 1:30 or 1:50 year wet winter
occurred. Such an approach could be used to determine the sections of route most susceptible to a
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forecast climate event, and thus enable planning for avoidance of disruption (e.g. Jaroszweski et al,
2015).

4D Vulnerability map

Division of route into units

Figure 4.10: Approach for considering and mapping the vulnerability of earthwork units with time.
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preferential flow associated with fissuring
– data collected during a simulated
rainfall experiment using sprinklers
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Figure 4.11: Electrical resistivity tomography (ERT) measurements of water infiltration into the
BIONICS test embankment, showing preferential wetting areas as a result of cracking within the
surface clay.
In practice, this approach is unlikely to be numerically predictive of failure, due to factors such as the
real heterogeneity of earthworks, where for example, old tipped embankments may vary in
composition over short distances (see Gunn et al, 2015 and Smethurst et al, 2015), and there may be
localised defects caused by cracking (see Figure 4.11) or local vegetation conditions, that promotes
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failure in a particular location. However, the approach will provide valuable information on the most
susceptible types of earthwork, their location, and how their condition and this susceptibility may
change into the future.

4.6 Conclusions
•

•

•
•
•

The iSMART modelling work has considerably advanced the numerical models of climate
driven slope failure and their inputs, including a novel deterministic approach to use of
UKCP09.
The models have successfully demonstrated the likely mode of deterioration and failure
under cycles of climate, and an initial set of deterioration curves have been created that
reflect these. The rates of deterioration are not correct, but we are working to update this.
The model can be further used to demonstrate that future climate effects have an adverse
impact on slope stability.
The deterioration curves can be used to create route scale 4D vulnerability maps, which
could also include train information to consider network disruption.
Some complex real-world interactions (e.g. heterogeneity) are genuinely difficult to include
and thus curves used to create vulnerability maps could give useful indications of risk but are
probably not numerically predictive.
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5 Conclusions
The data and narrative presented in this report demonstrates how the aims of iSMART have been
fulfilled:
Section one presents our improved understanding of the unsaturated strength and water content
suction behaviour of clay fill materials when subjected to cycles of wetting and drying. The
deterioration of these materials over numbers of cycles has been demonstrated clearly.
Furthermore, an extensive field campaign of testing has demonstrated and quantified the depthdependency of permeability, particularly at the near surface. Through the development of the
numerical tools and their calibration and validation against field and test data, additional
understanding has been reached on the importance of this near surface permeability variation on
the pore water pressures in the slope, and the interaction with vegetation.
The models we have developed have been demonstrated to be effective at capturing the behaviour
of single slopes. We have also developed up-scaling techniques that can be applied to use these
models at the scale of a transport corridor for assessment of its future deterioration, and thus the
implications of future weather on the transport network. The technique has been demonstrated for
the London to Bristol transport corridors for both road and rail. The output is a set of deterioration
curves that describe the future factor of safety for a given slope.
We have presented a methodology to generate future weather event sequences for use in
deterministic numerical modelling, based on UKCP09 scenarios.
Overall, the work has concluded:
•

Weather-driven deterioration of soils exists

•

Climate change is likely to accelerate deterioration; and

•

Prototype modelling tools to assess future deterioration of transport earthworks have been
produced

The team are actively in pursuit of ways to take the work of iSMART further, both in terms of
application of the developed tools and techniques to practice, and the further investigation of
deterioration, making explicit its links to the business case for design, monitoring and maintenance
of assets.
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